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Canadian documentary film about Vancouver's high-profile housing crisis. The film premiered at the Toronto International Film Festival on September 10, 2018. Synopsis The
film explores the complicated issues around Vancouver's skyrocketing housing market, exploring Vancouver's proximity to the Canadian border, as well as questions of

capitalistic profit-seeking and who is footing the cost of rising prices. Production Filmmaker Sue Udal told the Vancouver Sun that the city's housing market was something she
had been keen to explore for over ten years. The project began when Vancouver's former mayor, Gregor Robertson, announced he would leave office with $3 million in

donations to the city. Robertson was credited in the film as contributing $1 million. Release The film premiered at the Toronto International Film Festival on September 10, 2018.
It was released on October 3, 2018 on Vimeo. Critical response Writing for the National Post, Oliver Wang wrote, "Vancouver: Susan Orr, Helen Scales and Katie Steele is a

new documentary that attempts to understand what we have to face in the coming years." In a review for the Toronto Star, Mike Viqueira wrote, "Director Udal’s film is the kind
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